REEDMAN SERVICES LTD
Specialist Aquatic Weed Control Equipment and Services

The Weed Razer’s unique design, makes it the most cost effective,
efficient and environmentally friendly tool for cutting aquatic weeds
like milfoil, hydrilla, elodea, lily pads, etc.
Using the Weed Razer is a simple 4-step process:
1. Give it a toss
2. Let it sink
3. Retrieve with a short, jerking actions
4. Repeat
Weighing less than 8 pounds, it is light enough to toss 30 feet or more, yet heavy enough to
sink to the bottom. The Weed Razer clears a path of 4 feet wide with each throw.
Because the Weed Razer slices weeds at their base, there is little resistance, unlike tools that
drag and tear the weeds.
Product # WRZ09
Dimensions and Weight
Weedrazer Box

5 x 3 x 34

9 lbs

Weedrazer Case 11 x11x 35 58 lbs

Descriptive Packaging

The light weight Weed Raker is the perfect match to the Weed Razer, it quickly and easily
removes cut vegetation from the waters surface, which reduces weed re-growth!
The Weed Raker is the longest and widest aquatic lake rake avail-able.
The Weed Raker also does a great job removing roots plus organic matter at the bottom of
your ponds or lakes that fuel weed re-growth!
The Weed Raker has a four section handle that snaps together giving you up to 11' feet
of reach. It features a 37" inch head and 8" high strength composite tines. Weighing less
than 7 lbs., the Weed Raker is also designed to be tossed into the water with a simple
underhand motion and is retrieved via 43' of nylon rope.

Product # WRK09
Dimensions and Weight
Weedraker Box

6 x 3 x 38

8 lbs

Weedraker Case 13 x 10x 39 50 lbs

Descriptive Packaging
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